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SpiroLock™ Universal Projector Mount With Extension
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Parts List

Installation Tools
The following tools may be required depending upon your particular installation. They are not included.

Make sure your Premier Mounts product has the following hardware and components before beginning installation. If 
there are parts missing and/or damaged, stop the installation and call Premier Mounts at (800) 368-9700.

Pencil Protective Eyewear

⅛˝ Wood Drill Bit

Electronic Stud Finder Phillips Tip ScrewdriverHand Held Drill

Masonry Drill Bit Ladder

SpiroLock™ With Extension Mount Hardware

SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate With Extension 
(Qty 1)

#14 x 2˝ Wood Screws 
(Qty 2)

M5 Security Allen Wrench  
(Qty 1)

M3 Flat Washer  
(Qty 10)

M3 x 16mm Security Screw  
(Qty 4)

¼-20 x 5/16˝ Security Screw  
(Qty 1)

M2.5 x 10mm Security Screw  
(Qty 4)

M2.5 x 12mm Security Screw   
(Qty 4)

M4 x 10mm Security 
Screw (Qty 4)

M4 x 12mm Security Screw  
(Qty 4)

M5 x 12mm 
Security Screw 

(Qty 4)

SpiroLock™ Projector Plate  
(w/ pre-installed mounting legs) 

(Qty 1)

M6 x 12mm Security Screw  
(Qty 4)

Barrell Cap  
(Qty 4)
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Features

Lock-It™ Security Hardware
Protect your projector from 
theft by installing specialized 
hardware at critical mounting 
points.

Locking Tab and Safety Screw
Assures that the projector plate 
releases only when you want it 
released.

Tool-Free Adjustment
Precise yaw, pitch and roll 
adjustments without requiring 
specialized tools.

Mounting Slots
Allows you to choose from a 
variety of mounting options 
and projector mounting point 
configurations. 

Adjustable Leveling Barrels 
You can quickly level the mounting legs 
without any specialized tools. 

Mounting Legs
Combined with the numerous 
projector plate mounting slots, the 
mounting legs allow for multiple 
mount configurations.

The SpiroLock™ Universal Projector Mount is easy to install. Snap and lock the projector onto 
the mount, then rotate and pivot freely for the optimal viewing angle. The Lock-It™ security 
screws and leveling barrel add an extra layer of security and theft deterrence.

Ceiling Plate
Can easily be installed on either a 
wood stud or solid ceiling.

Mount Extension
Adds 11 to 15 inches to the 
mount’s vertical adjustment.

Radial Glide® Technology
Up to 6º of smooth 
adjustment in any direction. 

SpiroLock™ Installation
Torsion spring mechanism 
automatically twists and 
captures the SpiroLock™ 
projector plate. 
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Your SpiroLock™ mount may be secured to either a single ceiling stud or a solid surface ceiling, such as concrete.

Please read these installation instructions once thoroughly before attempting to install your Premier Mounts product.

Please take a minute to familiarize yourself with the contents of the package and make sure you have all the parts and 
tools you need to safely complete the installation.

In addition, some steps of this installation may require two people to prevent personal injury and/or damage to your 
projector. Please observe all warnings in the following installation procedure and utilize proper safety equipment at all 
times.

Installing the SpiroLock™ With Extension Mount

Introduction

  How are you installing the SpiroLock™?

 If you are using a wood stud, proceed to “Wood 
Stud Installation” on page 6.

 If you are using a solid surface, such as a concrete 
ceiling, proceed to “Solid Ceiling Installation” on 
page 7.

Step 1
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Installing the SpiroLock™ With Extension Mount (cont’d)

Wood Stud Installation
Step 1

Step 2

 ➊ Use a stud finder to locate a ceiling stud closest to 
your desired installation location.

 ➋ Identify the center of the ceiling stud.
 ➌ Use a pencil to mark the location of the ceiling stud 

center. 
  The target arrow indicates the direction of the 

projector screen relative to the projector mount.

Stud Center

 ➊ Remove the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate and set it 
aside.

 ➋ Drill a pilot hole in the center of each mark using a 
power drill and a 1/8˝ drill bit.

 ➊ Place the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate against the 
ceiling. Its mounting holes should align with the center 
of the ceiling stud.

 ➋ Use a pencil and mark two (2) mounting hole 
locations through each of the mounting points (A) in 
the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate.

Step 3

  Pilot Holes 
When a screw is driven into a material, such 
as wood, it can act as a wedge, generating 
outward pressure which can cause many 
materials to split. Drilling a small pilot hole 
where the screw will be driven causes less 
‘wedging’ to take place, thereby reducing the 
likelihood of the material being split. It also 
reduces the possibility of the screw head 
getting sheared off by torque.
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Installing the SpiroLock™ With Extension Mount (cont’d)

Solid Ceiling Installation

Step 4

 ➊ Insert one (1) #14 x 2˝ screw through each of the mounting holes (A) on the bottom of the SpiroLock™ Ceiling 
Plate and into the pilot holes.

 ➋ Tighten each screw until the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate is secure against the ceiling. 

 Do not overtighten the #14 x 2˝ screws.

Proceed to the “Attaching the Projector Plate” section on page 9.

Your SpiroLock™ projector mount can be mounted to any solid surface ceiling which has a minimum 6" thickness. 
Concrete wedge anchors must be used for concrete installation. It is recommended that ¼” wedge anchors be used. A 
masonry bit must be used to drill the pilot hole. Both wedge anchors and masonry drill bits are not supplied.

Continue on page 8.

Example Wedge Anchors and Masonry Bit 
Not included

A

A
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

 ➊ Place the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate into position 
against the ceiling.

 ➋ Use a pencil and mark four (4) mounting hole 
locations through each of the mounting points (B) in 
the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate. 

  The target arrow indicates the direction of the 
projector screen relative to the projector mount.

 ➊ Drill a hole at each mark using the appropriate 
diameter masonry bit for your wedge anchor.

 ➋ Remove the nut and washer from the wedge anchors.
 ➌ Insert a wedge anchor into each hole. 

  If necessary, a hammer can be used to lightly tap 
each wedge anchor into place. 

 ➊ Move the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate back into 
position.

 ➋ Thread a wedge anchor nut (and washer, if provided 
with the wedge anchor) onto each threaded wedge 
anchor shaft.

Do not tighten any of the wedge anchor nuts (and any 
washers) until all nuts and washers are threaded onto the 
shafts.

 Do not overtighten the wedge anchor nuts.

 
Proceed to the “Attaching the Projector Plate” section.

Installing the SpiroLock™ With Extension Mount (cont’d)
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Attaching the Projector Plate
Selecting the Mounting Hardware

Multiple Mounting Point Installation
Step 1

 ➊ Locate the projector’s mounting points.
 ➋ Position an appropriate number of mounting legs on 

the projector.
The mounting legs are pre-installed, but you can  
re-attach three (3) or four (4) mounting legs to a variety 
of mounting slots on the projector plate. Please follow 
the requirements of the projector.

  The number and placement of mounting 
points on projectors varies between projector 
manufacturers.  Refer to you projector’s technical 
specifications for the number and location of the 
mounting points.

Small Straw or Toothpick

Small Straw  
or Toothpick

Small Straw  
or Toothpick

Marking the 1/8” 
Allowance

Depth Plus 1/8” Allowance
Mark

Depth Plus 1/8” Allowance
Mark

 ➊ Insert a small straw or toothpick into the threaded 
inserts found on the bottom or top of the projector.

 ➋ Use a pencil to mark the depth of the threaded insert 
on the small straw or toothpick.

 ➌ Mark the straw or toothpick 1/8” above the depth of 
the threaded insert, as shown in Figure 1.

 ➍ Insert the small straw or toothpick into the remaining 
threaded inserts to compare and verify their depth 
using the straw or toothpick’s 1/8” allowance mark.

 ➎ Locate the correct diameter screw for the threaded 
insert. 
 
If the screw you selected is longer than the 1/8” 
allowance mark on the small straw or toothpick, as 
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, do not use this screw.  
The screw length must not bypass the mark.  

 ➏ Test each size of the screws provided.  
 
The correct screws should thread easily into the 
mounting point and not pull out when tension is 
applied.

 Does your projector have a single mounting point or 
multiple mounting points? 
 
If your projector has a single mounting point, skip to 
the “Single Mounting Point Installation” section 
on page 12.

 If your projector has multiple mounting points, 
proceed to the “Multiple Mounting Point 
Installation” section below.

Projector Plate 
not shown
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Step 2
Insert the mounting hardware, as determined in the 
“Selecting the Mounting Hardware” section on page 
9, through the leveling barrel into the threaded insert of 
the projector.

 Do not tighten the mounting hardware at this time.

 

Step 3

Raise or lower each of the mounting legs, by rotating the 
leveling barrels, until all of the mounting legs are at an 
equal height.

• Lower the mounting leg by rotating the leveling 
barrel counter-clockwise.

• Raise the mounting legs by rotating the leveling  
barrel clockwise. 

 ➊ Identify the projector’s approximate front-to-back 
center of gravity.  Place your hands on each side of 
the projector and gently lift it an inch from the surface 
on which it is resting.  Carefully adjust your grip on the 
projector until it seems balanced from front-to-back.  
Mentally note the apparent center of gravity.

 ➋ Identify the projector’s approximate side-to-side 
center of gravity.  Place your hands on the front and 
back of the projector and gently lift it an inch from the 
surface on which it is resting.  Carefully adjust your 
grip on the projector until it seems balanced from 
side-to-side. Mentally note the apparent center of 
gravity.

 ➌ If not already, place the SpiroLock™ Projector Plate 
on top of the mounting legs with the center of the 
plate as close as possible to the projector’s center of 
gravity.

Step 4

Attaching the Projector Plate (cont’d)

Side-to-Side 
Center of Gravity

Front-to-Back 
Center of Gravity
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Step 5

 ➊ Verify that the mounting legs are at an equal height.  
Return to  Step 3  if they are not at an equal height or 
the SpiroLock™ Projector Plate is not level.

 ➋ Verify the position of the integrated sliding M6 square 
nut in the mounting leg relative to a nearby slot on the 
SpiroLock™ Projector Plate.

  If the M6 square nut is not aligned with any slot, you 
can use any thin implement, such as a toothpick, to 
nudge it into alignment.

Sliding M6 
Square Nut

Attaching the Projector Plate (cont’d)

Step 7

 ➊ If not already, attach the SpiroLock™ Projector 
Plate to each of the mounting legs by inserting and 
tightening one (1) M6 x 12mm screw through the 
SpiroLock™ Projector Plate into the M6 square nut on 
each of the mounting legs. 

 Do not overtighten the M6 x 12mm screw. 

 ➋ Insert one (1) Barrel Cap into the end of each leveling 
barrel.  

Proceed to the “Attaching the Projector to the Mount” 
section on page 12.

Step 6
Tighten the mounting screws which secure the mounting 
legs to the projector.

 Do not overtighten the mounting screws.
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Single Mounting Point Installation
A single ¼-20 x 5/16″ screw must be used to attach the 
SpiroLock™ Projector Plate to the projector if your 
projector has only one mounting point.  

 Do not overtighten the ¼-20 x 5/16″ screw. 
 

Proceed to the “Attaching the Projector to the Mount” 
section.

Attaching the Projector Plate (cont’d)

Attaching the Projector to the Mount

 The two (2) SpiroLock™ alignment notches must 
be aligned with the two (2) spindle alignment tabs.

 If your projector is heavy and/or bulky, two people 
may be required to safely attach your projector to 
the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate.

 If your projector is to be mounted higher than 
shoulder height, you may need to use one or 
more ladders to safely attach your projector to the 
SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate.

 Verify that the locking tab on the SpiroLock™ collar 
assembly is in the raised position. If the locking 
tab is in the lowered position, lift the locking tab 
and rotate the SpiroLock™ collar assembly until it 
retains the locking tab in the raised position.

Step 1

Step 2

SpiroLock™
Alignment Notch

Locking Tab 
Lowered Position

Projector not shown for clarity.

Locking Tab 
Raised Position

Spindle
Alignment Tab

 ➊ Raise the projector with the SpiroLock™ Projector 
Plate securely attached to the SpiroLock™ Ceiling 
Plate.

 ➋ Insert the spindle into the SpiroLock™ collar 
assembly.  
 Did the SpiroLock™ collar assembly lock into place? 
 
If No, continue to press upward and rotate the 
projector until the SpiroLock™ collar assembly 
locks into place.  You will see the SpiroLock™ collar 
assembly rotate and there will be an audible “click”.  
Then proceed to  Step 3 . 
 
If Yes, proceed to  Step 3 .

 Verify that the locking tab on the SpiroLock™ collar 
assembly is in the lowered position and that there  
was an audible “click”. If the locking tab is in the  
raised position or you did not hear a “click”, lower 
the projector and return to  Step 1 . 
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 ➊ Adjust the pitch, roll, and yaw of the projector up to 6° by firmly grasping the projector with both hands and slowly 
tilting it forward, backward, and side-to-side. 

 ➋ Make precise adjustments by placing the tip of a flat-bladed screwdriver between the projector plate and the lip of 
the spindle, then using gentle leverage to make any adjustments.

 ➌ Tighten the two (2) M10 x 10mm set screws in the spindle and the M6 x 25mm Lock-It™ screw in the bell housing 
of the SpiroLock™ mount to lock in your adjustments. 

 Do not overtighten the two (2) M10 x 10mm set screws. 

 Do not overtighten the M6 x 25mm Lock-It™ screw.

 
Proceed to the “Disconnecting the Projector” section.

Attaching the Projector to the Mount (cont’d)
Step 3

Tighten the M4 x 12mm Lock-It™ screw in the 
SpiroLock™ collar assembly. 

Proceed to the “Alignment & Fine-Tuning” section.

Alignment & Fine-Tuning

Projector not shown for clarity.

M6 x 25mm 
Lock-It™ Screw

M10 x 10mm 
Set Screw

M6 x 25mm 
Lock-It™ Screw

Extension not shown
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Removing the Projector

Use the M5 Security Allen Wrench to loosen the  
M4 x 12mm Lock-It™ screw.

 ➊ Place one hand under the projector to support it.
 ➋ Lift the locking tab.
 ➌ While lifting the locking tab, rotate the SpiroLock™ 

collar assembly 15 degrees clockwise until you hear 
an audible “click”. 

  You may find it easier to lift the locking tab with 
the thumb of the same hand which rotates the 
SpiroLock™ collar assembly.

 ➍ Use both hands to rotate the projector plate as shown 
to separate it from the SpiroLock™ collar assembly.

 ➎ Place the projector on a soft, flat surface and 
disassemble the mounting legs from the projector, if 
neccessary.

Step 1

Step 2

Your SpiroLock™ projector mount is designed to be quickly removed should your projector need service.

 If your projector is heavy and/or bulky, two people may be required to safely attach your projector to the 
SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate.

 If your projector is to be mounted higher than shoulder height, you may need to use one or more ladders to safely 
attach your projector to the SpiroLock™ Ceiling Plate.
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Technical Specifications

All measurements are in inches [mm].

Installing the Lock-It™ Security Barrel
Install the security barrel to help lock the projector plate to 
the projector:

 ➊ Determine which leveling barrel will be removed.
 ➋ Remove the mounting screw.
 ➌ Remove the leveling barrel by turning the leveling 

barrel counter-clockwise.
 ➍ Thread in the security barrel clockwise.
 ➎ Insert and tighten the mounting screw.
 ➏ Attach a theft deterrent device (PCB-CSL1 or padlock) 

through the hole that is on the security barrel.

 Do not overtighten the mounting screw.

 Optional security configurations (not 
 supplied) include:

 - PCB-CSL1 
 - Padlock (Combination or Keyed)

Counter-Clockwise

Clockwise

15.11
[383]

4.0
[101]

11.07
[281]

Ø. 328
[8.33]

4.50
[114]

4.50
[114]

14.75
[374]

17.25
[438]




